Active Resources:

- 97 ways to make a dog smile – Jerry Langbehn
- Agility Training – Jane Simmons-Moake
- All About Aussies – Jeanne Joy Hartnagle-Taylor
- ASCA Yearbook 1957-1977 (2)
- Australian Shepherd Annual 2002
- Australian Shepherd Annual 2006
- Australian Shepherds
- Beginner’s Guide to Obedience Trials – Robert Amen (2)
- Beyond Basic Dog Training – Diane Bauman
- Bodywork for dogs
- Canine Reproduction – the breeders guide
- Common sense approach to herding - Jerry Rowe (2)
- Competing in agility – Cindy Buckholdt
- Competition Obedience: A Balancing Act
  Judy Byron, Adele Yunck; Paperback
- Control of Canine Genetic Diseases – George Padgett
- Crate games for self-control and motivation DVD – Susan Garrett
- Culture clash - jean donaldson
- Dog Owner’s Home Veterinary Handbook – Delbert Carlson, DVM and James Griffin MD
- Dog Showing for Beginners – Lynn Hall
- Enjoying Dog Agility – Julie Daniels
- Excel-erated learning - pamela reid
- Fitness Unleashed
- Genetics and the social behavior of the dog
- Genetics of the Dog – Malcolm Willis
- Go Find - Training Your Dog to Track – L. Wilson Davis
- Guide to Owning an Australian Shepherd - Sheila Webster Boneham PhD
- How many dogs - using positive reinforcement training to manage a multiple dog household – Debbie mcmullen
- I’ll be home soon! How to prevent and treat separation anxiety - patricia b. mcconnell
- In the ribbons & Asca - copied on dvd
- Kennels & Kenneling - Joel M. McMains
- Mother Knows Best – Carol Lea Benjamin
- Old Dogs, Old Friends – Bonnie Wilcox, DVM and Chris Walkowicz
- Play together, stay together - karen b london & patricia b. mcconnell
- Play Training Your Dog – Patricia Gail Burnham (1 donated by pete dolan) (2)
- Practical genetics for Dog Breeders – Malcolm Willis
- Reaching the animal mind – Karen Pryor
- Ready the training of the search and rescue dog
- Save That Dog – Liz Palika
• Search and rescue dogs
• Search and Rescue dogs
• Second Hand Dog – Carol Lea Benjamin
• Steppin up By Terri Arnold Book 2
• Steppin up By Terri Arnold Book 3
• So that Others May Live - Hank Whitemore & Caroline Hebard
• Teaching Dog Obedience Classes
• The Australian Shepherd: Champion of Versatility – Liz Palika
• The Australian Shepherd: Champion of Versatility – Liz Palika (1 donated by pete dolan)
• The Best of the Australian Shepherd Quarterly
• The Clicked Retriever – Lana Mitchell
• The Joy of Breeding Your Own Show Dog – Ann Seranne
• The Merck/Merial Manual for Pet Health
• The Puppy Report – Larry Shook
• The Total German Shepherd Dog – Fred Lanting
• Treats, play, love - patricia gail burnham

Borrowed as of 3/9/14

• 2 on/2off contacts made easy – Rachel sanders DVD
• 2007 National Specialty Catalog
• 2x2 weave training DVD – Susan Garrett
• Agility start to finish - diane bauman
• Building the Canine Athlete: Strength, Stretch, Endurance and Body Awareness Exercises [Interactive DVD]
• Chase! - managing your dog’s predatory instincts - clarissa von reinhardt
• Control unleashed - game demonstrations (3 dvd set) - leslie mcdevitt
• Dial up the distance – Krishy Netzer
• Don’t shoot the dog – Karen Pryor
• Head of the class – kate eldredge w/debra eldredge
• It’s a dog not a toaster – Diana-Kerew-Shaw
• Mine – practical guide to resource guarding in dogs – Jean Donaldson
• On talking terms with dogs - calming signals - turid rugaas
• Puppy Jumping DVD – Susan Salo
• Really Reliable Recall DVD
• Steppin up By Terri Arnold Book 1
• Stub -the best cowdog in the west (dvd)
• The Focused Puppy –
• The Intelligence of Dogs - Stanley Coren

3/30/2014
• Ultimate guide to Rally-O – Debra Eldredge DVM

In Circulation or Missing:

• The Puppy Puzzle
• Grooming the Australian Shepherd – Video
• The Farmer’s Dog – John Holmes
• Open and utility Training – Wendy and Jack Volhard
• The Best of Ranch Dog Trainer
• Best of Breed – 1998 Nationals Video
• Hartnagle Herding Tapes – Video
• The Aussie Heritage
• Judging the Australian Shepherd – Sandy Cornwell
• Best of Breed - 1996 Nationals Video
• Sheepdog Training – Mari Taggart
• Leader of the Pack – Nancy Baer and Steve Dano
• An Evening with Ernie Hartnagle 10/02/2007 – DVD
• (3) Australian Shepherds – Joseph Hartnagle
• Australian Shepherd Annual 2001

In Archive Library:

• (2) ASCA Yearbook 1957-1977
• ASCA Yearbook 1978-1982
• The Australian Shepherd Annual 1993 – 2004
• 2000 Georgia Nationals – Video
• ASCA - video
• 1997 ASCA Finals - video
• in the ribbons – video
• the australian shepherd annual 2006 - 2010